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ABSTRACT 
 A significant piece of India Population lives in country 
territories. In spite of the fact that our National economy is 
absolutely agro-based is a well established certainty, No longer 
the horticulture be a substitute to address the issues of rustic 
individuals. It is obvious from the significant progression of 
cash, which through urban zones. Gandhiji"s see on Cow are 
outstanding and they are all around established in Hindu strict 
practices. From his compositions in the year 1946 in Gram 
Udyog Patrika he clarified that the assets of intensity given by 
Nature are of two classifications .One sort is perpetual nature 
having a place with the vegetable and creature realms and 
other sort is non-inexhaustible like coal, iron and oil. The bovine is a lasting wellspring of intensity which 
symbolizes a method for monetary life. In a cow based economy,dung and pee are the significant asset of 
the dairy animals economy. With respect to advantages of dairy animals pee grandstands its numerous 
employments. The Cow's uses in dairying and farming purposes.  
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INTRODUCTION 
We have dismissed the 
significance of Cow and her 
items because of 
modernization,industrialization 
and impact of western culture 
however by and by the entire 
world understanding the 
significance of her monstrous 
possibilities She can 
demonstrate to be an aid in the 
territory of Agriculture,Science 
and Technology, Industry, 
Energy, Medicine and so on.. 
For the improvement of any 
Nation, likewise being eco-
accommodating in nature. In 
this manner Panchagavya and 
its items can shape the reason  

for renewal of country economy. 
A significant piece of India 
Population lives in rustic 
territories. In spite of the fact that 
our National economy is 
absolutely agro-based is a well 
established certainty, No longer 
the agribusiness be a substitute 
to address the issues of 
provincial individuals. It is 
obvious from the significant 
progression of cash, which 
through urban territories. To 
improve this common conditions 
government has begun a few 
plans. In spite of the reality 
where in enormous measure of 
cash designated for the 
arrangement of plans intended to 

produce work in provincial 
regions, where a huge number of 
individuals stay jobless or even 
somewhat employed,which 
borne little natural products. 
Joblessness is the significant 
reason for rustic neediness and 
movement of provincial 
individuals to urban regions.  
Farming is the most significant 
area of the economy from the 
point of view of destitution 
easing and work age. 
Agribusiness contributes near a 
one fourth of India's national 
salary, however the offer has 
diminished from 56.56% in 
1950-51 to 24.3% in 2001-
01.The rate the workforce  
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occupied with horticulture has decays 76% in 1961 to 60% in 2000.Industrial development of the 
nation relies upon rural creation.  

Farming having little ability to retain surplus work now, the country populace started to move 
to urban zones, making various social, monetary and clean confusions. The pattern expanded with the 
fast development of populace and resulting snappy extension in the accessibility of machine made 
assembling. This made separated from above said problems,much greater power in the urban areas. It 
likewise drove monetary and social and unfairness among men,society and districts. The above said 
issues immediate as to produce work openings and roads in provincial territories. Simultaneously the 
work openings ought to be such,which are monetarily reasonable, eco inviting in nature, mechanically 
plausible and socially adequate. 

Subsequently, the decent blend of the advancement and conventions in the genuine's sense will 
encourage the improvement of country. The outcome will be productive on the off chance that we join 
both current science and conventional science and get best out of them. NO economy can truly be 
advantageous in making nation extraordinary except if it takes into contemplations of the social and 
moral prosperity of the countries. 

We have disregarded the significance of Cow and her items because of modernization, 
industrialization and impact of western culture yet by and by the entire world understanding the 
significance of her monstrous possibilities She can demonstrate to be a help in the territory of 
Agriculture, Science and Technology, Industry, Energy, Medicine and so on.. For the improvement of any 
Nation, in expansion being eco-accommodating in nature. Along these lines Panchagavya and its items 
can shape the reason for rejuvenation of rustic economy. 

In India, the absolute bovine breed populace is evaluated up to 17 centers. The normal 
generation of bovine pee every day per dairy animals is 5-6 liters and of cow compost per cow is 10-
12Kgs. In absolute 5-102 centers liters of bovine pee and 170-204 centers lacto gram of dairy animals 
fertilizer is delivered consistently. Very little extents of this generation is used. Nowadays Proper use of 
dairy animals compost and bovine pee into fertilizer, pesticides, medications and other every day items 
can produce a great many work openings in rustic regions also it can shield soil from synthetic 
compounds and manures and improve soil ripeness. The entire dairy animals based incorporated cycle 
is naturally well disposed. Expanding mindfulness about sick impacts of synthetic substances and 
pesticides in quality, taste and different properties of rural produce everywhere throughout the world 
demonstrates that individuals lean toward purchasing natural nourishment items and in future more 
significant expenses of farming produce can as it were be gotten with naturally delivered materials. 
While input cost is less in natural cultivating at the same time selling cost is higher for such produce. It 
has additionally been built up at numerous spots in our nation that along these lines yield isn't 
diminished. This is the main route for farming to continue in long future. Generally natural horticulture 
is rich and reliable (logical) practice in India and in this manner, farming made due here for last 5,000 
years. 

The enormous amount of natural excrement can likewise be delivered in town having huge 
number of creatures. Vermi manure, pesticides and herbicides can be set up by bovine pee and bovine 
manure and neem leaves plans in huge amount at town level. Step by step draft animals are turning out 
to be trouble on ranchers and are demonstrating uneconomical. This will likewise investigate the roads 
for the utilization of bullocks to run creature drawn tractor, generator and trucks, which are eco 
agreeable, manageable and efficient approach to perform diverse agribusiness rehearses, power and 
transportation which will improve their usage hours. And furthermore the waste could be used for 
biogas generation, which will give bio-compost and bio-vitality on a maintainable premise. This will 
likewise build up creature human-horticulture vitality to maintainable advancement.) 
 
Significance OF COW:  
Commitments in all parts of life.  
1. Cultivating and Manure  
2.Food and sustenance  
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3.Transport, Fuel, therapeutic utilization  
4.Bullocks establish 88% of the work creatures.  
5.Source of sustenance's for ranchers family through milk items. 
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY: 

It is based on the integrated cycle of indigenous cow in which the cow products like milk,cow 
dung, cow urine etc. will be processed for: 1. Value added milk and milk products for protection against 
malnutrition in the rural areas, 2. Cow dung for biogas production and efficient utilization of bullock 
power for energy self reliance. 

In India Cow is an integrated part of rural life since times immemorial. It continued to be so till 
India achieved its independence. Thereafter the industry driven, corporate controlled economy, the 
shortsightedness of our power country political leaders delinked this integral entity from the rural life 
economy. The result was mechanization of milk production and agriculture.Whole world now 
recognized the medicinal agriculture and economic values of cows. Cow is the only animal into the 
world whose milk, dung and urine all have great value for mankind. So an attempt has been made to 
explore and examine the development pattern in Moopakkovil village of Kumbakonam taluk in 
thanjavur district 
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